Class: VII

Class Notes
Topic: Grammar and Writing SkillRevision worksheet for 11/02/2021.

Subject: ENGLISH

1. Write T if the verb is Transitive and IT if the verb is Intransitivei)
Mom filled the cup with juice. ------------ii) The dog over there barked. -------------iii) Victor moved the chair away. ------------iv) The book on the shelf fell.---------------v) Grandma laughed.--------------2. Identify whether the underlined clause is dependent or independent.
i)
Because he ran, he was able to catch the bus.________
ii) Until the sun sets, I will stay with you.________
iii) If the dress is on sale, she will buy it.________
iv) When we get snow, we will go sledding._________
v) Unless you have the right size, don’t try it on.________
3. Underline the finite and encircle the non-finitei)
The child loves watching television.
ii) Cooking is my favourite hobby.
iii) Having seen a film, we had a discussion.
iv) Painted by a famous artist, the portrait is invaluable.
v) Howling wildly, the wind swept away everything in it’s path.
4. Join these pair of sentences using present, past or perfect participle.
i)
I saw them. They were crossing the street.
ii) Riama finished her drawing. She stood back to look at it critically.
iii) We saw a skit yesterday. It was interesting.
iv) The branches fell. It blocked the road.
v) Tina ate the caviare. They moved on to ice-cream.

5. State which of the following sentences are Compound and which are
Complex:i)
The building was destroyed by earthquake but the whole family
was saved. ________
ii) The army of men who ruled the world with their pens are masters
of people and statesmen. _______
iii) Not only he was hard working, but also possessed a robust
constitution.
iv) He said that he was so disappointed that he would not try again.
________
v) He was exceedingly grateful and we parted from each other in the
best of moods. ______
6. Given below is an outline of the story given in form of phrases. Fill in
the blanks to create the complete story.
Rich man……..plans to give a feast to his friends………..all dishes are
prepared except fish as it is unavailable…….declares award for anyone
who would get fish……..poor fisherman catches a big fish and brings
it……..gatekeeper refuses to let him enter the house unless he agrees to
give him half the reward……..fisherman thinks of a plan……..instead of
reward he asks the rich man for 100 lashes on his back……..gives 50 lashes
to the gatekeeper……moral.
7. You are secretary of the welfare organization of your school. Under
your leadership, the organization was able to collect a substantial
amount for the virtually impaired. Express your sense of pride in the
form of a diary entry.
8. Ashwin/ Aastha Sharma, in charge of the NSS club of St. Andrew
School, Kashipur, is asked to write a notice about a fair being
organized by the club to collect articles and money for people
affected by earthquake in Arunachal Pradesh. The notice will be put
up to students on the school notice board. Write a notice in around
50 words, including relevant details such as purpose of fair: kinds of

stall games, food etc: contribution accepted: fair timing etc in your
notice so that the students contribute generously.
9. You are Simar/ Smriti of O.P Jindal School, Raigarh. Your school is
organizing a workshop on “Prevention of Drug Abuse” in the coming
week. Prepare a poster with complete information for students of
VI-XII.

Absolutely prepared at home.

